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Abstract
Thispaperdescribesa multistrategylearningapproach
for automaticacquisition of planningoperators. The
twostrategies are: (i) learning operatorsby observing expertsolutiontraces, and (ii) refining operators
throughpractice in a learning-by-doing
paradigm.
During observation, OBSERVER
uses the knowledge
that is naturally observablewhenexperts solve problems,withoutthe needof explicit instructionor interrogation. Duringpractice, OBSERVER
generates its
ownlearning opportunitiesby solving practice problems. Theinputs to our learning systemare: the description languagefor the domain,experts’ problem
solvingtraces, andpracticeproblems
to allowlearningby-doingoperatorrefinement.Giventhese inputs, our
systemautomaticallyacquiresthe preconditionsandeffects (includingconditionaleffects andpreconditions)
of the operators.
Our approachhas been fully implementedin a systemcalled OBSERVER
on top of a non-linear planner
PRODIGY.
Wepresent empiricalresults to demonstrate
the validity of our approachin a processplanningdomain. Theseresults showthat the systemlearns operators in this domainwell enoughto solve problems
as effectively as human-expert
codedoperators. The
results also showthe learnedoperatorsare moreeffective if bothstrategiesare used,thanif onlyonestrategy
is used. Therefore,bothlearningstrategies contribute
significantlyto the learningprocess.

Introduction
Acquiring and maintaining domainknowledgeis a key bottleneck in fielding planning systems for realistic domains
(Chien et al. 1995). For example, significant effort has
been devoted to writing and debugging planning operators
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for successful applications of planning systems (desJardins
1994; Chien1996; Gil 1991).
While considerable research has focused on knowledge
acquisition tools for rule-based systems (see (Boose and
Gaines 1989) for a summary),and some on such tools for
specialized planning systems (Chien 1994), these systems
all require a considerableamountof direct interactions with
domainexperts. It is possible to automatethe process of
knowledgeacquisition whena simulator is available, althoughthere has beenlittle workin this area.
Simulators ate commonly
available in areas such as CAD,
robotics assemblyplanning, manufacturing, process planning. Simulating is different from planning. Simulators
simply act as simplified surrogates for the real world, bypassing problemsof coping with sensors and physical effectors. In contrast, planningis the process of generatinga
sequenceof actions to transforman initial situation into a
goal situation. Planningrequires a specific formof knowledge that simulators do not have.
Wehave developed a multistrategy learning system OBSERVER,
that automatically transforms simulator knowledge into planning operators that can be used for planning.
Our approach is to learn planning operators by observing
expert solution traces and to further refine the operators
through practice by solving problemsin the simulator in a
learning-by-doing (Anzai and Simon1979) paradigm. During observation, OBSERVER
uses the knowledgenaturally
observable whenexperts solve problems, without need of
explicit instruction or interrogation. Learningfromobservation allows OBSERVER
to bootstrap itself, otherwise since
OBSERVER
initially does not have any knowledge about
the preconditions and the effects of the operators, it has
to uses randomexploration, whichis muchless efficient.
During practice, OBSERVER
generates its own learning
opportunities by solving practice problems.
The inputs to OBSERVER
are:
¯ The description language for the domain. This includes
the types of objects and the predicates that describestates
and operators.
¯ Observationsof an expert agent consisting of: !) the sequenceof actions being executed, 2) the state in which
eachaction is executed(pre-state), and 3) the state resulting from the executionof each action (post-state).
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. Practice problemsused by the learning systemfor practice
in order to further refine incompleteoperators.
Given these inputs, our system automatically acquires
the preconditions and the effects of the operators. This
representation is exactly what is required by most operatorbased planners such as STRIPS(Fikes and Nilsson 1971),
TWEAK
(Chapman 1987), PRODIGY(Carbonell et al.
1992; Veioso et al. 1995), SNLP(McAllester and Rosenblitt 1991), and UCPOP
(Penberthy and Weld 1992).
learning methodhas been fully implementedon top of the
PRODIGY
architecture, a complete, state-space, non-linear
planner (Veloso and Stone 1995).
The learning methoddescribed in this paper is domainindependent, although the examples are from the process
planning domain. The process planning task is to generate
plans to produce parts given part specifications, such as
the shape, the size along each dimension, and the surface
quality, by using processes such as drilling and milling.
Different machines, such as drills, milling-machines, and
different tools suchas spot drills, twist-drills are available.
Thestructure of this paper is as follows. Wefirst present
a high level viewof the learning system,followedby discussions on the issues that arise from learning by observation
and practice. Wethen describe the detailed algorithm for
learning operators from observation. Theseinitially learned
operators maybebe incomplete and incorrect, they are further refined during practice. Wedescribe our algorithms
for planning with incomplete and incorrect operators during practice, and our algorithmfor refining operators during
practice. Finally we present empirical results and analysis
to demonstratethe effectiveness of the learning system, and
the significance of both learning strategies. Weend with
discussions on related work, future work, and conclusions.

when OBSERVER
uses them to solve practice problems.
Given a practice problem, OBSERVER
first generates an
initial plan to solve the problem.Theinitial plan is executed in the environment,resulting in both successful and
unsuccessful executions of operators. OBSERVER
uses
these executionsas positive or negativetraining examples
for further operator refinement. The planner also repairs
the failed plans uponunsuccessful executions. The repaired plans are then executed in the environment.This
processrepeats until the problemis solved, or until a re.
source boundis exceeded. Details of the integration of
planning, execution, and learning can be found in (Wang
1996b).
Refining operators during practice: The successful and
unsuccessfulexecutionsgeneratedduring practice are effective training examplesthat OBSERVER
uses to further
refine the initial imperfectoperators. Details for operator
refinementduring practice are described in this paper.

Issues of learningplanningoperators
OBSERVER
learns STRIPS-likeoperators that include preconditions and effects (including conditional effects and
preconditions). Figure 2 is an example of such an operator from the process planning domain. Note that in
Figure 2, tnot thas-burrs <part>)| is a negated precondition, meaning that HOL~-WCm-WSE
Can only be applied
when (has-~rrs <x,art>) is absent in the state. Also
note that (add(holding-weakly <machine> <hoiding-devlce>
<part> -side>))

and

(add (holding ,machine>

condi6onaleffects,
with their corresponding conditional preconditions being gshape-oe<part> CYLI2qDR’rCAU|
and (shape-of .,:part:.
P.SCTas~’~.Each conditional effect occurs only whenits
correspondingconditional preconditions are satisfied.
Learningarchitecture overview
Animportantpoint is that negated preconditions are rare
in most application domains. For example, in our process
OBSERVER’s
learning algorithms make several assumpplanning domain, there are only 25 negated preconditions
tions. First, since OBSERVER
is operating within the
among350 preconditions in the human-expertcoded operframeworkof classical planners, it assumesthat the operators and the states are deterministic. Second, OBSERVER ators. In manyother domains implemented in PRODIGY,
such as the extended-stripsdomain,there are no negatedpreassumesnoise-free sensors, i.e., there are no errors in the
conditions. This is becausepeople tend to prefer thinkingin
states. Andfinally, we notice that in most application doterms of "somethingshould be true in the state;’ whichcormains, the majority of the operators have conjunctive preresponds to non-negatedpreconditions, to thinking "someconditions only. Therefore, OBSERVER
assumes that the
thing can not be true", whichcorresponds to negated preoperators have conjunctive preconditions. This assumption
conditions. Also, one can easily convert a negated precongreatly reduces the search space for operator preconditions
dition to a non-negatedprecondition by introducing a new
without sacrificing muchof the generality of learning appredicate,
proach.
OBSERVER
learns operator preconditions by generalFigure 1 showsthe architecture of our learning system
izing
from
the
observed pre-state. In our application doOBSERVER.
There are three main components:
mains, the numberof facts in the pre-state and post-state
Learning operators from observation: OBSERVER
inare typically muchlarger than the numberof preconditions
ductivelylearns an initial set of operators fromthe obserand effects of the correspondingoperators. This is because
vations of expert solutions given very little initial knowlmanyfacts in the state are not relevant for the operator. For
edge. Details of the learning algorithm are described in
example,in the process planning domain,the pre-state, or
this paper.
post-state typically includes 50 to 70 assertions, while an
Planning, plan repair, and execution: The initial set of
operator usually has 2 to 6 preconditions or effects. In the
operators learned from observation can be incomplete
absence of backgroundknowledgefor identifying the portion of the worldstate relevant to the planningoperator, it
and incorrect in manyways. They are further refined
,holdiv~-device> <1~art> <side>)) are
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Figure 1: Overviewof OBSERVER’s
learning architecture.

(Operator HOLD-WITH-VISE
(preconds ((<hd> VISE) (<side> Side)
(<machine> Machine) (<part> Part))
(and (has-device <machine> <hd>)
(not (has-burrs <part>)
(is-clean <part>)
(o~-table <machine> <part>)
(is-empty-holding-device <hd> <machine>]
(is-available-part<part>) )
(effects
(del (on-table <machine> <part>))
(del [is-available-part <part>)
(de1 (is-empty-holdlng-devlce<hd> <machine>}
(if (shape-of <part> CYLXNDRICAL)
(add (holding-weakly
~-machine><hd> <part> <side>)) ) )
(if (shape-of <part> RECTANGULAR)
(add (holding
<machine><hd> <part> <side>) ) )

Figure 2: Operator HOLD-WITH-VISE
from the process planningdomain.Thisoperatorspecifies the preconditionsandeffects
of holdinga part with a vise. This is operator OBSERVER
learns
after observationandpractice.

is computationallyexpensiveto find the maximallyspecific
commongeneralization MSCG
from the observedpre-state.
In fact, Haussler (Haussler 1989) showsthat finding an existential conjunctive concept consistent with a sequenceof
mexamplesover an instance space defined by, attributes is
NP-complete.Furthermore, he showsthat the size of MSCG
can grow exponentially with the numberof examplesm. Although Haussler notes that heuristic methodsfor learning
conjunctiveconceptscan be effective, the existing inductive
algorithms (Vere 1980; Hayes-Roth and McDermott1978;
Watanabeand Rendell 1990) do not apply well to our operator learning problem. For example, Vere’s counterfactual algorithm (Vere 1980) requires both positive and negative examplesand is not incremental. Hayes-Roth’sinterference matching algorithm (Hayes-Roth and McDermott
1978) uses somecomplexheuristics to prune the space of
all the matches between two examples, and thus prevent
some operator preconditions from being learned. It also
uses the one-to-one parameterbinding assumptionthat does
not hold for our operator preconditions ( in general, two or
200
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more different variables can be boundto the sameobject).
Watanabeand Rendell’s X-search algorithm (Watanabeand
Rendell 1990) prunes the search space by using connectivity constraint. Howeveroperator preconditions usually
form only one connected componentand thus preventing
the heuristic from being effective. FOIL(Quinlan 1990),
greedyalgorithm, does not apply well to our problemeither,
because FOILrequires both positive and negative training
instances and it is not incremental.
OBSERVER
uses an incremental algorithm to learn an
operator’s preconditions by building a general representation (G-rep) and a specific representation (S-rep) in a
ner similar to the version spaces method(Mitchell 1978).
TheS-rep is a collection of literals that representsa specific
boundaryof the precondition expression being learned. The
S-rep is updated both from from observations and during
practice. The G-rep is a collection of literals that represents a general boundaryof the precondition expression
being learned. The G-repis initialized to the emptyset and
is updated using negative examples OBSERVER
generates
during practice.

Learningoperators fromobservation
During learning from observation, OBSERVER
first initializes each operator using the first observation for the operator, then it refines each operator by learning the S-rep of
operators preconditionsand the operator effects.
Initializing the operators
Given the first observation of an operator, OBSERVER
initializes the specific representation S-rep to the parameterized pre-state of the observation,and the effects of the
operator to the parameterized delta-states. During parameterization, objects (except for domainconstants) are generalized to typed variables. Domainconstants are given to
OBSERVER
as part of the input, they are only generalized
to a variable if OBSERVER
notices a different constant in
a later observation. The type for each variable in the operator is the most specific type in the type hierarchy for
the correspondingobject. See operator in Figure 6 learned
from one observation in Figure 3 as an example. Note that
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constants wide, rectangular, iron etc are not generalized
to variables. Also note that the operator learned from this
one observation has someextraneous preconditions such as
(size-of
d:vl> height
2.75).
They will later be generalize
or removedwith moreobservations and/or practice.
(operator hold-wlth-vlse
(pretends ((<v3> Drill) (<v2>
(<v1> Part) (<v5> Spot-drill))
(and (has-device’¢V3>" ,<V2>)
(is-available-table <v3> <v2>)
(is-empty-holding-device <v2> <v3>)
(holding-tool <v3> <v5>)
(size-of <vl> width 2.75)
(gize-of <vl> height 4.25)
(size-of <vl> length 5.5)
(shape-of <vl> rectangular)
(on-table <v3> <vl>)
(hardness-of <v1> soft)
(is-clean <vl>)
(material-of <vl> copper)
(is-available-part <vl>)
(effects
(add (holding <v3> <v2> <vl> side5))
(del (on-table <v3> <vl>))
(del (is-available-part<vl>)
(del (is-empty-holding-device
<v2> <v3>) ) ))

Figure 6: Learned operator HOLD-WITH-VISE
whenthe observation in Figure 3 is given to OBSERVER.
Thepreconditions
shown
in this figureis the S-repof the preconditions
of the operator
HOLD-WITH-VISE.
Learning operators incrementally
with new
observations
After initializing the operators from the first observation,
these initial operators are further generalized incrementally
with more observations. OBSERVER
refines the corresponding operator with each new observation as follows:
first OBSERVER
matchesthe effects of the operator against
the delta-state of the new observation. The matchingproduces partial bindings for variables in the operator. Then
OBSERVER
uses the matchingresults to update the specific
representation S-rep of the operator preconditions. Andfinally the effects of the operators are updated.
Learning variable bindings of the operator from
observation
Learning the variable bindings can help reducing the ambiguity in finding the mappingbetweenan operator and a new
observation of the operator. OBSERVER
learns bindings by
matchingthe effects of the operator against the delta-state
of the observation. In the presence of ambiguity during
matching, this procedure chooses the mappingbetween the
operator effects and the delta-states in the observationthat
leads to fewer conditional effects being learned. This implies that any effect that is unifiable with a uniqueelement
in the delta-state should be unified withit.
In addition to learning the bindings of the variables in
the effects, OBSERVER
generalizes a constant to a variable
if this constant is unified with a different constant in the
bindings. It also generalizes the type of a variable to the

least common
ancestor type of the type of the variable in
the operator and the type of the correspondingobject in the
bindings.
For example, given the second observation of the operator HOLD-WITH-VISE
shown in Figure 7, and the
initial operator shownin Figure 6 that was learned from
the first observation, OBSERVER
matches the effects of
the operator against the delta-state of the observation.
(holding <v3> <v2> <vl> sideS) is unified
with(holding
milling-machinel
{part|/.cv’l>,

vise1 partl side4)toproducebindings=

visel/<v2>,

miUing-machinsl[<v3>, side4/side$}.

The type

of the variable <v3~is generalizedto the least common
type
of milling-machineand drill, i.e. Machine,and the constant
side5 is generalized to a newvariable ~v4>whosetype is
Side.

Updating the S-rep from observations
Figure 10 shows the procedure update_S_rep_from_obs
for
updating the S-rep of the operator preconditions given an
observation. OBSERVER
updates the S-rep by removing
fromit those liter-Is that are not present in the pre-state of
the observation, and by generalizing domainconstants to
variables if different constantsare used in the pre-state. Determiningwhichpreconditionsin the S-rep are not present in
the pre-state of the observationis non trivial whenbindings
for the variables are unknown.In fact, there are multiple generalizations under different mappingsof variables
to objects. OBSERVER’s
approach is to remove preconditions that are definitely not metin the pre-state (i.e. is
not unifiable with any literal in the pre-state) under all
the possible bindings for the variables in the operator, as
long as they are consistent with the bindings returned by
learn_variable_bindings.
Howdoes OBSERVER
know if a precondition is not
unifiable with any literal in the pre-state? For each precondition prec in the S-rep of the operator, OBSERVER
unifies prec, substituted with the bindings returned by
learn_variable_bindings,with every literal in the pre-state
of the observation.For every literal lit in the pre-state, let
0({/t/Pt, 12/P2,...,/,/Pn}) = unify(lit, (substitute(p, bindings)). Wecall lit a potential-match ofprec if and only if
lit andprec are unifiable with respect to bindings bindings.
fmd_potential.matches(prec, obs, bindings) finds all the
potential matchesfor a precondition prec. Ifprec does not
have any potential matches,that is, prec can not be present
in the pre-state no matter whatvariable bindings are given,
then it is removedfrom the S-rep. This usually happens
whenno literal in the pre-state has the samepredicate as
the precondition prec. If prec has exactly one potential
match, then prec is generalized throughunification with its
potential-matchin the pre-state. Otherwise,prec has several
potential matches, and OBSERVER
handles this ambiguity
by keepingprecas it is in the S-rep.
As an example, given the second observation of the operator HOLD-WTTH-VISE
shown in Figure 7, and the initial operator shownin Figure 6 that was learned from the
first observation, and bindings = ~<vl>/partl,
<v2>/visel,
<v3>/milling-machine1,side5/side4},
learned by matching
Wang
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op-nam~ hold-with-vise
Px-,vta~:
(has-device drill0 vise0)
(on-table drill0 part0)
(is-clean part0)
(is-empty-holding-device vlse0 drill0)
(is-available-table drill0 vise0)
(holding-tool drill0 spot-drill0)
(Is-available-part part0)
(hardness-of part0 hard)
(material-of part0 iron}
(size-of part0 width 2.75)
(size-of part0 height 4.25}
(slze-of part0 length 5.5)
(shape-of part0 rectangular)
Delta-.vta~:
adds:
(holding drill0 vlse0 part0 sideS)
d~s:
(is-empty-holding-device vise0 drill0)
(on-table drill0 part0)
(is-available-part part0)

Figure 4: Pre-scate of observationin Figure 3. Notethat the part is on the table.

DrlllO

J

Spot--ddm
!

Figure 3: Anobservation of the state before and after the application of the operator HOLD-WITH-VISE.
Manyliterals in
the pre-states are irrelevant information for applying the operator

I

HOLD-WITH-VISE.

Figure 5: Post-state of observationin Figure3. Notethat the part is beingheld.

op-name:hold-with-vise
P~-sta~:
(has-device milllng-machine1 vise1)
(on-table milling-machinel partl)
(is-available-table milling-machine1 vise1)
(is-empty-holding-device vise1 milling-machine1)
(is-available-tool-holder milling-machinel)
(is-available-part part1)
(is-clean part1)
(size-of partl length 4)
(size-of partl width 3)
(size-of part1 height 2.25)
(shape-of part1 rectangular)
(hardness-of partl soft)
(material-of partl bronze)
DeOa-sm~:

"i’xblel

I

Figure 8: Pre-state of observation in Figure 7.
Thepartis on the table.

adds:
(holding milllng-machinel vise1 part1 side4)
dcls:
(is-empty-holdlng-devlce visel milling-machineX)
(on-table milling-machinel part1}
(is-available-part part1)

Figure
7:
The
2rid
observation
of
the operator HOLD-WITH-VISE.
The main differences with the
first observationshownin Figure 3 are (1) the machinein use is
milling-machine
instead of a drill, (2) there is no drill-tool being
held by the machine,(3) the part is madeof different material, and
hasdifferent sizes.

2O2
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Table1

]

Figure 9: Post-state of observationin Figure 7.
Thepart is beingheld by visel.
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procedure: update_S..rep_from..obs
Input: op, obs, bindings
Output: S-top, the updated specific precondition representation
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

for each prec E S-rep)
potential-matches(prec) +-fmd.potentiai_matches(
p re c, p re- state( obs ),bindin g
if potential-matches(prec)=~J
then S-rep +- S-rep \{prec}
ifpotential-matches(prec) has 1 element
then S-rep 6-- (S-rep \{prec})
UgeneraHze(prec, bindings)
if potential-matches(prec) has more than I element
then do not modifythe S-top

Figure10: Updatingthe S-rep, a specific boundaryof the operator preconditions,given an observation.This algorithmruns in
polynomial
timein termsof the number
of literals in the pre-state
or the preconditions.
the effects with the delta-state, OBSERVER
computes the
potential-matchesfor each precondition in the specific representation of the operators giving bindings. For example,
there are nopotential-matchesfor (holding-tool ,-v3> <vS>)
because none of the element in the pre-state has the predicate holding-tool, i.e. for every i in the pro-state unify(i,
(holdlng-tool <v3> <v5>)) = NULL.Here are someex&-npies of what fmd_potentiaLmatehesreturns:
potential-match((holdlng-tool <v3><vs>)) =
potential-match((eize-of <el>width ~. 7s)
"-{(size-of partl width 3)};

Therefore,

((holdlng-tool

rep. (size-of <el>

<v3> <vS>)

width 2.75)

is

removed

is generalizedto

from
(size-of

<el>width<anything>)
by unifying it with (slze-of
partl
width 3). Since <anything> is not constrained by any other
preconditions in S-rep, OBSERVER
learns that the width
of a part can be any value, and therefore is irrelevant
to the operator and is removed from the S-rep. Similarly, preconditions (size-of <el> height 2.75), (slze-of
<vl> length 5.5), (materlal-of <vl> copper) are roInOVed

fromthepreconditions.
Themodified
operator
is shown
in
Figure
I I,along
withtheextraneous
preconditions
thatare
removedfrom the initial operator.
Updating the effects from observations
Figure 12 describes the procedure update_effects_from_obs
for updatingthe effects of the operator froman observation.
OBSERVER
first generalizes those effects that have unambiguous matchesin the delta-state (steps 4-8). Steps 9-17
describes how OBSERVER
learns conditional effects. For
every effect of the operator, if it does not unify with any elementin the delta-state of the observation,then it is learned
as a conditional effect. The specific representation of the
preconditionsof this conditionaieffect is initialized to the Srep of the preconditions of the operator (steps 9-12). Every

(operator hold-with-vise
(preconds ((<v3> Machine) (<v2>
(<el> Part) (<v4> Side))
(and (has-device
<v3> <v2>)
(is-available-table <v3> <v2>)
(is-eml:ty-holding-device<v2> <v3>)
(shape-of <%,1> rectangular)
(on-table <v3> <el>)
(is-clean <el>)
(hardness-of<el>" soft)
(is-available-part <v1>)
(effects
(add (holdi.,’u3
<v3> <%-2> <el> <v4>))
(del (on-table
<v3> <el>))
(del (is-alrailable-part<el>))
((:)el
(is-empty-holding-device
<v2> <v3>) )
extraneous preconditions:
(holding-tool<’.’3> <vS>)
(size-of <el> width <v6>)
(slze-of <el> height <vT>)
(size-of <el> length <v8>)
(material-of <v1> <el0>)

Figure 11: Learnedoperator HOLD-W’r’Iq-I-VISE
whenthe observations in Figures 3 and 7 are both given to OBSERVER.
The
preconditions
listed hereare the literals in the S-repof the operator HOLD-WTTH-VTSE.
Notethat the type of variable <v3¯ has
beengeneralizedto Machine.

elementin the delta-state that doesnot unify with any effect
is also learned as a conditional effect (steps 13-17), and
its specific representationfor the preconditionsof this conditional effect is the parameterizedpre-state of the current
observation. OBSERVER
does not update the effects that
have ambiguousmappingswith elements in the delta-state.
To illus~ate howOBSERVER
generalizes an effect, let’s
look at the learned operator HOLD-WITH-VISE
as shown
in Figure 6 learned fromthe first observation, and the second observation shownin Figure 7. Matchingthe effects
of the operator against the delta-state of the observation
generatesthe followingbindings:{ram/<,,1>,visel/<v2>, milfingmachJnel/<v3>,

,dde4/sideS}.

The effect

(add (holding

<v3> <v2>

<el> si~S))is generalized to (add (holdlrgj <v3><v2>
<v4>)) becausethe constants±de5in the effect is substituted
with a different constant side4 in the delta-state. Othereffects are kept as they are. Also since the mappingbetween
the effects and the delta-state is unambiguous,no conditional effects are learned. The updatedoperator is shownin
Figure 11.
The next example illustrates howconditional effects
are learned. Given the third observation shownin Figure 13, and the operator that are learned from the first
two observations as shown in Figure 11, OBSERVER
matches the effects of the operator against the deltastates of the third observation and produces bindings
{driil2/<v3>,
part2/<vl>,
vise2Y<v2>}. Effects (del (on-table
<v3> <vl>)), (del (is-available-part <el>) ), and
(is-empty-holding-device <v2> <v3>)) have unambiguous

matches in the delta-states,

i.e.
(del (on-table
drill2 part2)), (de1 (is-available-part part2)), and (del
(is-en~ty-holdlng-devlceelse2 drill2)), respectively.
fect (add

(holding

<v3> <v2> <vl> <v4>))

is not unifiable
Wang
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with any literal in the delta-state, and therefore is learned
as a conditional effect of the operator. Delta-state {add
(holding-weakly drill2 vise2 par~2 s£de0)l
isnotunifiable
with any effect of the operator, and therefore is parameterized and learned as a conditional effect. The resulting
operator with conditional effect is shownin Figure 16.

procedure: update_effects_from_obs
Input: bindings, learned operator op, newobservation obs.
Output: modified effects(op).
1. effects ~-- Effects(op).
2. deltas ~-- delta-state(obs).
3. for every e G Effects(op)
4.
if there 3 d E deltas s.t. is_unambiguous_pair(
e,d)
then
5.
e’ ~-- generalize(e, bindings).
6.
replacee with e.
6.
if e is a conditionaleffect,
update its conditional preconditions
7.
effects ~-- effects \ {e}
8.
deltas
~--deltas
\ {d}
9. for every e E effects
ifV d E deltas, unify(e, dl) = NULL
10.
then
;:; learning a conditional effects
11.
¢onditional_effeets(
op op ) Ue
~-- eonditional.effeets(
12.
S-rep(e) ~ S-rep(op)
13. for every d E deltas,
if V el E effects, unify(el, d) NU
LL
14.
then
;;; learninga conditionaleffects
15.
new-effect = parameterize( d)
16.
conditional_effects( op
~-- conditional_effeets( op ) U{new-effect}
17.
S - rep(new-effect)
~-- parameterlze(pre-state(obs))
Figure12: Updatingthe effects of an operator basedon the new
observation.Everyeffect that has a uniquematchwith the deltastate is generalizedaccordingto the match.Everyeffect that is
not unifiable withany elementin the delta-state is learnedas a
conditionaleffect. Everyelementin the delta-state that is not
unifiablewithanyeffectis also learnedas a conditionaleffect.
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{operator hold-with-vise
(preconds {(<v3> Machine) (<v2> Vise)
(<vl> Part) {<v4> Side))
(and {has-device <v3> <v2>)
{is-available-table <v3~ <v2>)
{is-empty-holding-device<v2> <v3>)
{on-table <v3> <vZ>~
{is-clean <vl>)
{hardness-of <vl> soft)
{is-available-part <vl>)
{effects (<v6> spot-drill})
(if {and (size-of <vl> diameter 4.75)
(size-of <vl> length 5.5)
(shape-of <vl> cylindrical)
{hardness-of <vl> soft)
{material-of <vl> bronze)
{holding-tool <v3> <v6>})
{add {holding-weakly <v3> <v2> <vl> side0)})
(if {and {shape-of <vl> rectangular)
{has-device <v3> <v2>)
{is-available-table <v3> <v2>)
(is-empty-holdlng-device <v2> <v3>}
{on-table <v3> <vl>)
(is-clean <vl>}
{is-available-part <vl>}
(add {holding <v3> <v2> <vl> <v4>)))
(del (on-table <v3> <vl>))
(del (is-available-part <vl>})
{dnl (is-empty-holding-device <v2> <v3>)))})
©xtraneouspreconditions:
(holding-tool <v3> <v5~)
(size-of <vl> width <v6>)
(size-of <vl> height <vT>)
(size-of <vl> length <vS>)
(material-of <vl> <v10>)
(shape-of <vl> <v11>)

Figure 16: Operator HOLD-WITH-VISE
after learning from
observationsshownin Figures3, 7, ! 3. Note the conditional
effects andconditionalpreconditions.

Planning while learning
The operators learned from observation can be incomplete
and incorrect in several ways. The planning system must
be able to plan using these operators during practice. This
challenges planning in the following ways:
1. Classical planners presumea correct domainmodel. In
our learning system however,the newly acquired operators are possibly incomplete and incorrect. Howcan the
planner generate plans to solve practice problems?
2. Becauseof incomplete and incorrect operators used during practice, the plans generated by the planner maybe
incorrect, whichin turn maylead to execution failures.
Thusplan repair uponexecutionfailure is necessary. How
can the plannereffectively repair the incorrect plan using
incomplete and incorrect operators?
3. Howshould planning and execution be interleaved so
that the systemcan solve practice problemseffectively
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plrt-$tnfe’:
(has-devlce drill2 vlse2)
(on-table drill2 part2)
{is-available-table drill2 vise2}
{ is-cleanpart2)
(is-entry-holding-device vlse2 drill2)
(holding-tool drill2 spot-drill2)
(is-available-part
.part2
(size-of part2 diameter 4.75)
(size-of part2 ler~th 5.5)
(material-of part2 bronze)
(harchless-of part2 soft)
(shape-of part2 cylindrical}

Delta-state:
adds:

Figure14: Ire-state of observationin Figure13

{holding-weakly drill2 vise2 part2 sldeO)

deh:
(is-e~ty-holding-device vise2 drill2}
(on-table drill2 ~art2)
(is-available-partpart2

Figure 13: The3rd observationof the operator
HOLD-WITH-VISE.
Note that the effect has "holding-weakly"
instead of "holding"as in previousobservations. OBSERVER
thus
learnsconditional_effects.
and concurrently generate learning opportunities for refining operators using incomplete and incorrect domain
knowledge?
Our approach to address the above issues is to use the
G-rep of the operator preconditions for planning. The individuai plans generated for achieving sometop-level goals
achieve the preconditions in the G-repof each operator, but
do not require achieving preconditions in the S-rep of the
operators. This has the advantage of generating an initial
plan quickly and of generatingopportunities for operator refinement. While executing an operator in the environment,
there are the following two possible outcomes, generating
negativeor positive training instances, respectively, for refining operators.
¯ The first outcomeis that the state does not changeafter
executing op. In this case, we say that op is executed
unsuccessfully.
An operator may execute unsuccessfully because OBSERVER
achieves the preconditions in the G-rep of each
operator during planning without necessarily achieving
all the preconditions in the S-rep. This inlIoduces the
possibility of incompleteor incorrect plans in the sense
that a real precondition maybe unsatisfied. Unsuccessful
executions form the negative examples that OBSERVER
uses for refining operators as discussed in (Wang1995).
Uponeach unsuccessful
execution, OBSERVER
updates
the G-rep by learning critical preconditions using near
misses of negative examples. OBSERVER
also attempts
to generate a repaired-plan. If such a plan is found, OBSERVER
continues execution using the repaired plan;
otherwise, OBSERVER
removes the failed operator and
continues execution with the remaining plan.
¯ Theother possible outcomeis that the state changesafter
executing op. In this case, we say that op is executed

Figure15: Post-state of observationin Figure13
successfully.
Successful executions form the positive examples that
OBSERVER
uses for refining operator as described in
(Wang1995). Note that a successful execution maystill
have incorrect predictions of howthe state changesdue to
the possibility of incompleteoperator effects. Uponeach
successful execution, OBSERVER
updates the S-rep by
removingfromit the preconditions that are not satisfied
in current-state, and updates the effects of op if missing
effects are observedin the delta-state of the execution.
OBSERVER
then updates the current state and continues
execution with the remainingplan.
Detailed descriptions of the algorithmsfor planningwith
incompleteand incorrect operators and plan repair are described in (Wang1996b).
Refining

operators

during practice

This section describes howOBSERVER
refines operators
using the successful and unsuccessful executions generated
during practice. This involves updating the S-rep of operator preconditions, learning the G,.rep of the operator preconditions, and updatingthe effects, including conditional
and conditional preconditions.
Updating the S-rep of.operator preconditions
During observations, OBSERVER
cannot observe the bindings for the variables in the operators. However,during practice, the bindings are determinedduring planning.
Therefore, whenrefining operators during practice, OBSERVER
no longer needs to learn the bindings through
matchingthe effects with the delta-state. This eliminates
the ambiguityin the matchingprocess that is necessary for
learning from observations. Therefore, removingextraneWang
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ous preconditions from the S-rep of the operator preconditions during practice is relatively straightforward
OBSERVER
may also learn negated preconditions upon
unsuccessful executions: if all the preconditions in the Step are satisfied in the pre-state, and the operator fails to
apply, then the failure is due to the existenceof negatedpreconditions. The potentially negatedpreconditions are those
literals that are true in the pre-state of the executionbut are
not specified in the S-rep of the operator preconditions, nor
in the extraneous preconditions previously removedfrom
the operator. OBSERVER
conjectures the negations of
these literals as negated preconditions, and adds them to
the S-rep. Someof the negated preconditions thus added
are extraneous preconditions, and are removedfrom the Srep accordingly using the algorithm for updating the S-rep.

Learning
the G-repof operatorpreconditions
The G-rep of an operator is learned incrementally as OBSERVER
confirms elements of the S-rep to be true preconditions of the operator. The G-rep is only updated whenthe
negative exampleis a near miss. A near miss is a negative
examplewhereonly one literal in the S-rep is not satisfied in
the state. Critical-preconditions are learned fromnear miss
negative example.A critical-precondition p of an operator
op is a preconditionsuch that there exists a pair of states s~
and s2 that OBSERVER
encountered during practice such
that: (1) p is satisfied in sl but not in s2; (2) everything
else in sl and s2 are identical; (3) op is applicable in sl
but not in sz. The G-rep is specialized by adding to it the
critical-preconditions. Moredetails for learning the G-rep
can be found in (Wang1996a).

Refining
operatoreffects
The procedurefor refining operator effects during practice
is very similar to the procedure update_effects..from_obs
described in Figure 12 for updating the effects based on
observations. The main difference is that whenlearning
fromexecutions, there is no ambiguityin variable bindings,
and therefore learning is moreefficient.

Empiricalresults
The learning algorithm described in this paper has been
fully implementedon top of the PRODIGY4.0
architecture.
In this section, we present empirical results to demonstrate
that OBSERVER
learns operators in a process planning well
enough to solve problems as effectively as using humanexpert codedoperators in terms of the total numberof solvable test problems. The humanexpert coded operators are
encoded in a period of 6 months by an AI expert through
interactions with domainexperts. Wealso present empirical results to showthat both learning from observation and
learning frompractice contribute significantly to the learning process.
Experiment set up
Our experimentsinclude the following three phases:
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I. Learning operators from observation phase, where OBSERVER
learns operators from expert solutions traces.
2. Refining operators during practice phase, where OBSERVER
refines operators during practice.
3. Testing phase, where the learned operators are compared
against humanexpert-coded operators in terms of the
numberof solvable problemsin a set of randomlygenerated test problems.
OBSERVERis implemented
in the context
of
PRODIGY4.0(Carbonell et al. 1992). PRODIGY4.0is
a non-linear operator-based planner. There are manychoice
points for plannings: choice points for choosinga goal, for
choosingan operator to achieve the goal, etc. In the absence
of control knowledge,PRODIGY4.0’s
default strategy is to
alwayschoosethe first alternative. This pre-dcterminedorder is arbitrary but introduces a systematic bias in search
time that wewantto factor out. In order for the plannernot
to be biased by a pre-determinedordering of operators, we
introduced a randomselection mechanismat each choice
point in our experiments,and ran the planner multiple times
to measure average performance.
The effectiveness of the overall learning system
OBSERVER
first learns 33 new operators from observed
solutions of 100 problems. Then it is given a set of 180
problems to refine operators from practice. OBSERVER’s
performanceon a test set of 34 problemsthat are different
from the learning problemsis measuredby the total number
of solvable test problemsusing the learned operators. We
measure the performance 5 times and computes the averages at the end of observationk,and after every 15 practice
problems.
Figure i 7 comparesthe total numberof problemssolved
using learned operators and expert human-codesoperators.
The spikes of the curve are due to the fact that the planner
makes randomchoices at each decision point. The curve
indicates that after observationand practice, the total number of solvable problems are the same using OBSERVERlearned operators or expert human-coded
operators.
Previous results given in (Wang1995) showedthat the
learned operators are as effective as the expert human-coded
operators in problemsolving according to two other criteria: (i) the average amountof planning time to solve each
problem,and (ii) the average length of the plans generated
to solve each problem.
The role of observation
To evaluate the role of observation, OBSERVER
is run multiple times. During each run, OBSERVER
is given the same
problemsduring practice, but different numberof initial observation problemsthat are randomlydrawnfrom a fixed set
of observation problems. Wemeasure the total numberof
solvable test problemsafter observation and practice, given
different numberof initial observation problems.
Figure 18 shows howthe total numberof problems that
solvable after the sameset of practice problemsis given, but
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Figure 17: Total numberof solvable test problemsas a function
of the number
of practice problems
in training.
expert solutions traces of different numberof observation
problems are given to OBSERVER
initially.
The role of practice
In order to demonstratethe role of practice, we showthat
OBSERVER
is able to learn operators better and faster if
it practices using the planning and plan repair algorithms
describedin this paper, after initial operator acquisition by
observation,than if it is givenonlythe observationsof expert
solutions of the total sequence of problems(both observation sequenceand practice problemspresented as additional
observations).
During evaluation, OBSERVER
is first given expert solutions traces for a set of observation problems. OBSERVER
thus learns a set of operators fromobservation. Theseoperators maybe incomplete and incorrect in a numberof ways.
Wethen compare how OBSERVER
refines these learned
operators in the following two scenarios in terms of total
numberof solvable test problems.
scenario I: OBSERVER
is given a set of problems to practice. During practice, OBSERVER
uses the planning and
plan repair algorithmsdescribed in this paper to generate
plans to solve the practice problems,andrefines the initial
incorrect and incompleteoperators using both successful
and unsuccessful executions.
scenario 2: OBSERVERis
given the same set of problems.
However, OBSERVER
is only allowed to refine the operators basedon the expert solutions for these problems,
and is not allowedto practice searching for its ownsolutions.
The evaluation of solvable test problems includes the
following two cases:
I. The total numberof solvable test problems, including
problemssolved where executions failures occur but are
subsequentlyrepaired using our plan repair algorithm.

number
of observations
numan-expert
coded
operators:
onestenderd
de~Son
(o)
probe
sotvecS
w~huut
taig.m

--. -- human-expert (~:led opera~rs: average

Figure18: Total number
of problems
solvablewiththe sameset of
practice problems,but withdifferent amountof observationbefore
practice,as a functionof the number
of initial observation
problems
in training. Wesee that after 80 observationtraining problems
in
the processplanningdomain,moreobservationproblemsdo not
significantlyincreasethe solvability.Thisindicatesthe right point
to stop learningfromobservation,andto start practicing.
2. The total numberof solvable test problemswithout execution failure, and therefore withoutrequiring plan repair.
Figure 19 illustrates the comparisonof the learned operators that are refined throughpractice (scenario 1), withthe
operators that are refined based on observation only (scenario 2), in terms of the total numberof solvable problems
in the test set without execution failure. This figure shows
that:
¯ With practice where OBSERVER
uses the planning and
plan repair algorithmsin this paper, the total numberof
solvable test problemswithout executionfailure increases
steadily as the numberof training problemsincreases.
¯ If OBSERVER
is only given the expert solution traces of
the same problems~ OBSERVER
can not solve any test
problemwithout failure.
Figure 20 illustrates the comparisonof the operators that
are further refined through practice (scenario 1) with the
operators that are learned andrefined based on observations
(scenario 2)only, in termsof the total numberof solvable test
problemswithout execution failure, and therefore without
requiring plan repair. This figure showsthat:
¯ In both scenarios, the total numberof solvable test problems increases as the numberof training problems increases, whether OBSERVER
uses the training problems
for practice or as observations;
s The total numberof solvable problems increases much
faster in scenario 1, where OBSERVER
practices using
our planning and plan repair algorithms, than in scenario 2, where OBSERVER
is only given the expert solution traces of the sameproblems.
’,Vang
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Figure19: Total number
of solvable test problemswithoutexecution failure duringtesting, as a functionof the number
of practice
problemsin training. Thisfigure compares
the operatorslearned
fromscenario I (OBSERVER
practices) with operators learned
scenario 2 (OBSERVER
does not practice, and learns fromobservation only). In the comparison,OBSERVER
first learns a set of
operators from observation in both scenarios. ThenOBSERVER
refines operators from practice in scenario 1, and OBSERVER
learns fromobservationsonlyin scenario2.

Figure20: Total manberof solvabletest problemsallowingexecutionfailure andplanrepairduringtesting, as a functionof the
number
of practiceproblernsin training.. Thisfigurecompares
the
operatorslearnedfromscenarioi (OBSERVER
practices) withoperators learned in scenario 2 (OBSERVER
does not practice, and
learns from observation only). In the comparison,OBSERVER
first learnsa set of operatorsfromobservationin bothscenarios.
ThenOBSERVER
refines operators from practice in scenario 1,
and OBSERVER
learns fromobservationsonly in scenario 2.

The above results can be explained by the fact that
OBSERVER
uses the G-rep for planning, and that the
correctness of the plans generated depends on howwell
OBSERVER
has learned the G-rep. After practice, OBSERVER
is able to update the G-rep of the operator preconditions based on its ownexecutions (scenario 1). However,
without practice, OBSERVER
can never update the G-rep
(scenario 2) mobservations of expert solutions do not have
negative examples, and the G-rep can only be made more
specific using negative training examples.
ComparingFigure 20 and Figure 19, we see that in scenario 1 where OBSERVER
practice, although the number
of solvable test problemsgiven plan repair during testing
increases faster than without plan repair, the total number
of solvable test problemsin both cases for the total number of solvable test problemsare comparableat the end of
learning. However, in scenario 2 where OBSERVER
only
learns from observation, more test problemscan be solved
where plan repair is used whensolving test problemsthan
if plan repair is not used whensolving test problemsevenat
the end of learning. This indicates that plan repair plays an
important role whensolving problems with incomplete and
incorrect operators.

rules) for whenshould the operators be applied. The control knowledgeis learned from experienceas additional preconditions. OBSERVER
is learning the preconditions of
the basic domainoperators, not search heuristics, and OBSERVER
also learns from observations of expert solution
traces.
LIVE(Shen 1994) is a system that learns and discovers fromthe environment.It integrates action, exploration,
experimentation, learning, and problem solving. However
it does not learn from observing others. LIVEhas only
been demonstrated in simplistic domains(e.g. the Little
Prince Worldwith only about 15 possible states), and does
not scale up to large complex domains OBSERVER
has
been applied to. LIVEalso avoids the complexityof planning with incomplete and incorrect operators by using a
set of domain-dependent
search heuristics during planning.
These heuristics are part of the input to LIVE.OBSERVER
differs in that it deals explicitly with imperfect operators
without relying on any human-coded, domain-dependent
heuristics.
EXPO
(Gil 1992) is a learning-by-experimentation module for refining incomplete domainknowledge. Learning
is triggered whenplan execution monitoring detects a divergencebetweeninternal expectations and external observations. The initial knowledge given to EXPOand OBSERVER
is different in that EXPO
is given operators with
over-general preconditions and incompleteeffects, whereas
OBSERVER
does not have any knowledgeabout the preconditions or the effects of the operators. OBSERVER
learns

Related work
LEX(Mitchellet al. 1983) is a systemthat learns heuristic
problem-solving strategies through experience in the domainof symbolic integration. It starts with exact preconditions for the operators, but lacks preconditions (control
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from observations of expert solution traces that EXPO
does
not need to address, since EXPO
already starts with workable, if incomplete operators. EXPO
designs experiments
to determine which preconditions and effects are missing
from the operators. During execution failure, EXPO
resets
the problemto its original initial state. This differs from
OBSERVER
in that planning, execution, and plan repair
form a closed loop in OBSERVER.
Benson’s system (Benson 1995) learns actions models
from its ownexperience and from its observation of a domain expert. Benson’s work uses an action model formalism that is suited for reactive agents, whichis different from
STRIPSoperators. It does not have a complicatedplanning
and plan repair mechanism,and relies on an external teacher
whenan impasse is reached.
In DesJardins’ work (dedardins 1994), users enter partiaily specified operators that reflect a roughdescription of
howa subgoal maybe solved. These operators usually have
predicates with underspecifiad arguments. The learning
systeminductively fills these in by generalizing from feedback from evaluation modelsand from the user’s planning.
OBSERVER
differs in that it starts with minimal initial
knowledge,and must learn the preconditions themselves as
well as the argumentsin each precondition.

count of each literal in the pro-state of the observationsor
practice, and only removingpreconditions from the specific
representation of the correspondingoperator if the occurrence count is lower than a pre-specified frequency (the
frequency is a function of the maximallevel of noise the
systemwill tolerate), and only addinga precondition to the
general representation if the occurrencecount is higher than
a pre-specified frequency. But the learning rate will be much
slowerif there is noise in the domain.Somerecent workhas
started research along this direction (Oates and Cohen1996;
Tae and Cook1996).However,these approaches have only
been applied to simple domains.
Our workmakestwo major contributions. First, it demonstrates that inductive learning techniquescan be applied eL
fectively to the problemof learning complexaction descriptions - an open question for the machinelearning community. Second, our work on automatic learning of planning
operatorsprovides a goodstarting point for fielding planning
systemsas it addresses a key bottleneck for this endeavor,
namely, the knowledgeacquisition problem.
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